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UX rapport consists:
25 site main improvements
3 screenshots of the new interface design
2 explanation illustrations/data visualizations
Online marketing advise
In the future Commauction wants to get more food producers on their site. Reasons why this target group is
not coming to the site can be:
- What's in it for them 's is not clear enough or too less arguments.
- They have to read a large text, and at the end it says that this business is also for them.
- The word 'food producer' is not enough on your site, so that search engines cannot reconise it.
- In the current menu bar (on top) are too many (technical) functionalities for food buyers and not for
producers; so there is almost no explanation how this business can work for food producers.
- There are no conncetions with other food producers sites or online communities. So they don't even know
that this business exist.
- Current food producers (and their agencies) do not have enough urge to talk about Commauction to
other food producers (why is Commauction so valuable).
In this advise I give answers on how to solve all of the above points.
Main advise:
* Use less text
* Use more illustrations/pictures
* The header can be more prominent
* Speak directly to your suppliers, if they are they main target group. They must feel more welcome on this
site.
How people behave on your site:
Your homepage is the most important part of your site. Potential clients arrive on this and first they want to
know if this site/compagny can help with their problem. The first queston is: are they the target group or
not? After a 'yes'or 'maybe' , they try to feel comfortable on your site by looking at pictures, logo, font and
collors. If thats' nice, they will stay longer at your site.
After this, they probleby start to read. If they start reading, keep in mind that everyone on the internet
scans, they don’t really read. Only if they are already a member. Therefore cut text pieces - especcialy on
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pages with information for those who are not a member yet - and make 'click for more information >' and
put the rest of the text on a next page.
How people read on your site:
In general all texts on every page must me 'scanable';
* Use more bullet points
* Use more bold texts
* Use more call to actions (Something that tells people to do something. Click here, do this, free download
here, download this.)

How people look at your site:
In my interface designs there are 3 words important: Sign-in, you are a food buyer, you are a food producer.
Those 3 keywords are the keypoints of this site; the mental framework.
You might consider to create a video which explains your business, on your homepage. People only have to
push the play button and whitin 30 sec. they can get a nice overview of your business.
--------------

List of 25 usability points
Design
1. 3d logo aspects are difficult to look at for people. Avoid the mirror below. I designed a better logo with
more contrast.

2. Content pages: technology platform, membership verification policy, communication protocol,
confidentialy and bidding rules has no images. Try to find pictures or illustrations to make the long text
'lighter'.
3. Buttons: try to avoid them as I did on my interfaces. Or use only one button per page.
In your current design there are several buttons with different collors. If you still want to use buttons: use
for all buttons same collors. Otherwise people may think that orange/red is 'wrong' and green buttons are
'good'.
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4. Pictures of your team: I upgraded them, so now they are more equal; you are a group. Currents ones has
diffrent backgrounds; not so nice.

5. Make the footer below green or orange.
6. Picture on the homepage: try to avoid a close-up of meat. Better is to combine it with other food.

7. Use 2 colors in all texts: bleu for links and black/grey for common texts. Change this too in the language
bar.

Navigation
8. Create a search balk. Some people always use a search balk; serve them.
9. No more then 6 buttons in the navigation bar.
10. Pop-down under each item in the navigation bar. In this way, in one view you could see what you can
expect on the site. People prefer to read words, not sentences.
11. Make mouse-overs in the navigation bar. When you scrolled over each item, something light-up, or text
will become bold. Make buttons of it, or draw a line between each item. For example, make them the same
bold as it is in the language bar.
12. If you are on a page, users have to see that they are on that page in the menu bar, like the blue example
here:
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Text
13. Create general pages for buyers and producers. Those pages are for new users; they need more
explanation about the business and how its works.

14. Create a Commauction page (who you are and what your mission is)
15. Don't communicate news if you don't have regular news. Better to leave this box away.
16. 'Don't tell them, show them...' I made 2 illustrations for two pages. You cn use those illustrations instead
of text.
17. Use same definitions on your (back-end) site: so not food producers and food suppliers.
18. Imporant information (e.g 3 green checkboxes in the image on the homepage) is not text. Search engines
cannot read this important information. Repeat it as much as possible on your site in text, not in images.

Other solutions for a more userfriendly site
19. Try to find connections with other knowledge sites like Wikipedia, relevant blogs or other trust sources
where people can click on to find background information about your product/or other prefered partners.
20. Disclaimer on homepage: make a link of it what I did in the menu, to read futher information. Now it's
look likes that's something is scary/watch out.
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21. Put the Sign-in procedure and relevant information (VeriSign verification) together.

22. Create a carrosel on the hompage (like I did) and give information about the best delivery, pictures of
deliveries. Put majar questions below this carrosel and make links to Q&A pages:
Why participate?
How to participate?
How it works?

23. Create bleu roll-overs, when your mouse is rolling over a link.

24. Use icons; it invites people more to click on it.

25. Create 2d buttons for more consistent design and collors (need of redesign of the below buttons) The
logo is beautiful, but the current pictures, collors etc are or in line with this logo.
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26. Use illustrations/data visualizations how your system works.

27. Use in sub pages the 'sign-in' always on the right top.

Technical solutions
28. To obtain more users via search engines like Google, use for every page, a single url. Like
https://www.commauction.com/about_us.html
https://www.commauction.com/buyers_register.html
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Every single page must be loaded so that users can see that the page is loading. In the current site you don't
have feedback on that.
29. It's better for you SEO (search engine optimalisation) and for the speed to load the site, to have one
server instead of different servers for the site.
30. Try to build the site responsive, so that it's easy to use on a tablet of smart phone.
------------------Online marketing solutions:

* Newsletter
Look for information what is nice to share with your clients/partners. Try to find every 8 weeks big news
and spread it trough a newsletter. Fill this newsletter with background information about hot news from the
food industry, welcoming new clients, news about one client/agency, background information (like a small
storytelling part) from a farmer/food supplier, with beautiful pictures. Combine big and small news into
your newsletter and send it every 2 months to all your clients. Every new client can receive this automatic.
* Social media
Try to find each week small news about the food industry etc(same as in your newsletter) and put it on a
social media, like Facebook. Find the best social medium where your clients are.
Choose one social media (e.g Facebook) and skip the rest. Try to update it with good content and put a
button (like us) on your homepage.
Find other food producers sites/social media/online communities/fora, to get in touch with them. Like
them what they are saying, write a small message and introduce yourself and tell why you are unique.
* Get in touch with food producers
Current food producers do not have enough urge to talk about Commauction to other food producers.
Create a viral marketing, like; Like us on Facebook and get X for free. You can send a PDF with facts about
the food industry etc.
* Give a platform to your current food producers. Are there authentic stories about a farm, what is a farmers
day schedule like, etc. Ask 5 nice (interview) questions by mail to your current food producers, and use their
answers in your online marketing.
* Try to collect online nice pictures in a Pintrest account about food. Pintrest is a high valuable online
marketing tool; people love and share it.
---------------
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